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Abstract
The design and development of Tiny compiler [3] forms the basis of this study. From
the specifications for C-Minus language such as tokens and grammar rules [3] a scanner [12]
and recursive descent parser [13] are designed and developed for C-Minus language. This
paper begins with the basics of semantic analysis. It is the analysis carried out by the compiler
prior to execution. The semantic analysis includes semantic rule definitions, symbol table
management and type checking tasks for C-Minus language. The symbol table management
keeps track of meaningfulness of the program in semantic analyser module. The correctness of
expressions and statements within the type rules of the language is performed by type inference
and type checking tasks.
Keywords: Semantic Analyser, Tiny language, C-Minus Language, Symbol table, Type
inference, Type checking.

I. Introduction:
The concept of finite automaton and its application in compiler design is well known. Louden
[3] has explained implementation of the compiler in detail along with a case study of the Tiny
language and specification for the C-Minus language. Compilation is the analysis of source
language program and synthesis of target language program. Analysis broadly categorised as
lexical analysis which separates the tokens of the program, syntax analysis which checks the
correctness of syntax (grammar rules) and semantic analysis is to determine the information
that is beyond the capabilities of the context free grammars and checks for the meaningfulness
of the program. The synthesis phase includes intermediate code generation, code optimization
and target language program as final task. Along with basic concepts from theory of automaton,
implementation of compiler also needs major data structures. The tokens in a language are
represented using enumerated data types. The syntax analyser is implemented using pointer
based tree data structure. Frequent access to symbol table management in compiler is done
using hash table data structure. Linked list of structures used to keep Intermediate code.
Temporary files can be used to store the results of intermediate steps of compiler.
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II. Basics of Semantic Analysis
The Tiny compiler [3] studied and used as base for design of scanner [12] and parser [13] for
C-Minus language [3]. The lexical structure for C-Minus language is given below [12]:

Figure 1: DFA for C-Minus Tokens
[12]
The minimal state DFA given above is encoded in C language. By applying left factoring and
elimination of left recursion methods the C-Minus grammar is made suitable to implement it as
a recursive descent parser [13]. Recursive descent parser for C-Minus language forms the basis
for the C-Minus Language. Syntax tree is the result of parsing phase.
Scanning and parsing phase has limitation. Consider the declaration
Int num= “string”
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The scanner separates the token and parser creates a parse tree from the tokens but the error is
generated by the semantic analyser as the string is assigned to an integer. The semantic
analyzer is checks for following errors:
-Data Type mismatch
- Variables which are not declared
- Misuse of keywords
- Declaration of variable more than once
- Variable accessed out of scope etc.
These attributes or properties of programming language are specified using attribute equations
also known as semantic rules. These rules are specified using syntax directed definitions. Thus
Grammar

Semantic rules

Syntax directed definitions

III. Semantics in C-Minus Language:
The static semantic requirements of C-Minus language are listed below with implementation
details:
1.All variables and functions must be declared before they are used.
2. There must be at least one declaration.
3. Function declaration can have any of the void or int type specifier.
4.In a variable declaration only the type specifier int can be used.
5. If the return type of the function declaration is void , then function returns no value. This can
be simulated as:
procedure typeval (n: node)
begin
case stmtkind of
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decl:
case declkind of
variable:
if n.dtype= void then
print error {variable cannot be void}
function:
if n.dtype= void then
temp=n→child[1]→child[1]

while temp is not null

if temp→nodekind is stmt and stmtkind is return then
print error {void function cannot return value}
else
temp=temp→sibling
end if
end if
end
6. Last declaration in a program must be a function declaration of the form void main ( ).
This can be simulated as:

procedure nodecheck ( n: node)
begin
node temp;
if n is root node then
temp=n;
while temp→sibling is not null
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temp=temp→sibling
end while
if temp→ attr.name is not “main” then
print error {main must be the last declaration}
end if
end if
end
7. Only one variable can be declared per declaration.
8. Simple integer parameters are passed by value. Array parameters are passed by reference i. e.
as pointers.
9. Functions may be recursive.
10. The local declarations have scope equal to the statement list of the compound statement and
supersede.
11. Both declarations and statement list in function declaration can be empty.
12. The while statement is the only iteration statement in C-Minus, it is executed by repeatedly
evaluating the expression and then executing the statement if the expression evaluates to a nonzero value, ending when the expression evaluates to zero.
13. Functions not declared void must return value.
14. A return causes transfer of control back to the caller or termination of the program if it is
inside main.
15. Upper bounds of array subscripts are not checked.
16. Functions must be declared before they are called and the numbers of parameters in a
declaration must be equal to the number of arguments in a call.
17. Input function has no parameters and returns an integer value from the standard input
device as keyboard.
18. The output function takes one integer parameter whose value it prints to the standard output
as monitor.

IV. Semantic analyzer Implementation:
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The syntax tree traversals carries out symbol table management and type checking. Pre-order
traversal of the syntax tree builds symbol table. The function to build symbol table is
void symboltbl(node*);
While traversing, the variable identifiers not yet seen and inserted into the symbol table are
inserted to the table using the procedure
In_symtbl(n->var.name, n->lineno, loc++)
The procedure inserts an identifier together with its line number and memory location into the
symbol table. If the variable is already in the symbol table call is made as below
In_symtbl(n->var.name, n->lineno, 0)
Symtbl_lookup returns value -1 if a variable is not present or inserted earlier in the symbol
table. After the traversal is complete, it displays the stored information using function
Display_symtab(FILE *)
The post order traversal of the syntax tree performs type checking. It inserts data types into the
tree nodes as they are computed and reports type checking error if any. The function for type
checking is
void checktype (node*);
The symbol table is implemented as separately chained hash table to avoid collision. It is same
for Tiny hash table [3].
# define TBL_SIZE ....
# define MOVE 4
Int hash_function (char *ele)
{
Int place=0;
Int i=0;
While(element [i]! =’\0’)
{
place=((place<<MOVE)+ele[i])%TBL_SIZE;
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i=i+1;
}
Return place;
}
Hash function converts key into an integer value which is index of the bucket where the key
will be inserted or searched for. The bucket lists record for each variable includes name,
memory location, and the line numbers list in which it appears in the source code. It is same for
Tiny language [3] as below:
typedef struct BktLstRec
{ char * name;
Lineno lines;
int memloc ;
struct BktLstRec * next;
} * BktList;

The line numbers list in which a variable is referenced is implemented using following
structure [3],
typedef struct LnLstRec
{ int lineno;
struct LnLstRec * next;
} * Lineno;
Tthe hash table is declared with predefined size as below:
static BktLst hashTable[SIZE];

A variable or function name is a string. Hash function converts each character in the string to a
non-negative integer using ASCII value. These integers combined to form a single integer
which is mapped to hash table size using modulo division method.
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A sample program to C-Minus compiler is given and semantic analyser developed is executed.
int hcf (int a, int b)
{
if(b==0) return a;
else return hcf (b, a - a/b *b);
}
void main(void)
{
int u; int v;
hcf (u, v);
}
The output after semantic analyser execution is given below:

Symbol table:
name

location

line numbers

------------------------------------------------------main

3

6

a

1

1

3

4

4

b

2

1

3

4

4

u

4

8

9

v

5

8

9

hcf

0

1

4

Checking Types.....
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Type Checking Finished

V. Conclusion:
The paper explains implementation details of semantic analysis. It is possible by optimal use of
data structures and concepts from theory of computer science. Symbol table being inherited
attribute requires pre-order traversal of the syntax tree. The data type of an expression is a
synthesized attribute hence type checking requires post-order traversal of the syntax tree. The
paper along with [12] and [13] can be used as a baseline for front end implementation of
compiler for simple language.
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